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We report on an experimental demonstration of electron cooling of high-energy antiprotons circulating 
in a storage ring.  In our experiments, electron cooling, a well-established method at low energies (< 500 
MeV/nucleon), was carried out in a new region of beam parameters, requiring a multi-MeV dc electron 
beam and an unusual beam transport line.  In this letter we present the results of the longitudinal cooling 
force measurements and compare them with theoretical predictions. 

 
 

Lack of radiation damping for heavy particles 
complicates their accumulation.  The total six-
dimensional phase-space density of antiproton beams, 
produced by striking dense targets with high-energy 
protons, cannot be increased by external fields 
independent of the particle motion [1].  In 1967 Gersh 
Budker described the method of “electron cooling,” a 
method of damping through the interaction between the 
antiproton (or proton) and an electron beam propagating 
together at the same average velocity [2].  He envisioned 
that “high-temperature” antiprotons, emerging from the 
production target, could be captured in a storage ring and 
their phase-space density could be increased through 
electron cooling.  The accumulated antiprotons could then 
be used for colliding-beam or other experiments.  The 
electron cooling method was successfully tested in 1974 
at NAP-M (Russian acronym for Antiproton Accumulator 
Model) with low-energy non-relativistic protons [3].  This 

method found a wide range of applications in several low-
energy proton and ion storage rings [4], yet Budker’s 
vision of using electron cooling for relativistic antiprotons 
in collider experiments has never been realized, until now. 

In 1995 Fermilab started a research and development 
program in relativistic-energy electron cooling in 
anticipation of increased antiproton production rates 
provided by improved stochastic cooling systems of the 
Fermilab antiproton source.  The idea was not entirely 
new at that time; it had been proposed as an upgrade path 
for the Fermilab’s antiproton source as early as 1983 [5], 
and there had been some experimental work as well as 
conceptual development [6]. 

At Fermilab, antiprotons are produced by striking an 
inconel target with 120 GeV/c protons.  The 8.9-GeV/c 
antiprotons are initially captured and cooled stochastically 
in a storage ring, called the Accumulator.  Fermilab has 
recently added another antiproton storage ring, the 

FIG 1. Schematic layout of the Recycler electron cooling system and accelerator 
cross-section (inset). 
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Recycler [7], to provide the final stages of cooling to the 
antiprotons prior to being transferred to the Tevatron 
collider.  In 2004-2005 an electron cooling system was 
installed in one of the straight sections of the Recycler 
ring.  In this letter we present the first electron cooling 
rate measurements for relativistic antiprotons in the 
Recycler storage ring. 

Electron cooling of 8.9-GeV/c antiprotons requires an 
electron beam with kinetic energy of 4.3 MeV.  Figure 1 
shows the schematic layout of the Recycler electron 
cooling system.  Table 1 presents the basic parameters of 
the Recycler ring and its electron cooling system. 
Table 1: Electron cooling system and Recycler ring design 

parameters 

Parameter Symbol  Value Units 
Electron Accelerator 

Terminal Voltage U0 4.34 MV 
Beam Current Ib 0.5 A 
Terminal Voltage 
Ripple, rms 

δU 200      V 

Cooling Section 
Length L 20 m 
Solenoid Field B 100 G 
Beam Radius rb 3.5 mm 
Electron Angular 
Spread, rms 

θe 
 

≤0.2 mrad 

Recycler design parameters 
Circumference C 3.3 km 
Momentum βγMc 8.9 GeV/c 
Transition γ γt 20.7  
Ave. beta functions βave 30 m 
Typical emittance 
(n, 95%)  

ε 5-7 µm-rad 

Number of 
antiprotons 

Na 
 

≤600 1010 

Average pressure Pav 0.5 nTorr 
 

The dc electron beam is generated by a thermionic-
cathode gun, located in the high-voltage (HV) terminal of 
the electrostatic (Van-de-Graaff type) accelerator.  This 
accelerator is incapable of sustaining dc beam currents to 
ground in excess of about 100 µA.  To attain the electron 
dc current of 500 mA, a recirculation scheme is 
employed.  The electron beam is first delivered to the 
cooling section and then returned back to the HV terminal 
for charge recovery [8].  A typical inefficiency of such a 
process is 20 ppm for beam currents of up to 500 mA. 

The electron cooling system at Fermilab employs a 
unique beam transport scheme [9].  The electron gun is 
immersed in a solenoidal magnetic field, which creates a 
beam with large angular momentum.  After the beam is 
extracted from the magnetic field and accelerated to 
4.3 MeV, it is transported to the 20-m long cooling 
section solenoid using conventional focusing elements.  
At the entrance to the cooling section solenoid the beam is 

made round and parallel such that the beam radius, rb, 
produces the same magnetic flux, Brb

2, as at the cathode.  
An antiproton traveling in an electron beam undergoes 

Coulomb scattering with electrons.  The resulting friction 
force tends to bring such particles into thermal 
equilibrium with the electrons.  Electron cooling can 
reduce the spread in all three components of beam 
momentum simultaneously.  However, the Fermilab 
design is optimized for cooling primarily the longitudinal 
momentum spread.   

Since the solenoid field in the cooling section is quite 
weak, the kinematics of the electron-antiproton scattering 
is weakly affected by the magnetic field.  Unlike all 
existing electron coolers, our cooling system design 
employs non-magnetized cooling.  In the electron beam 
rest frame (BF), an antiproton, moving through an 
electron gas with velocity vp, experiences a friction force 
[10] 
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where ne is the electron density, m is the electron mass, re 
is the classical electron radius, c is the speed of light, Λ is 
the so-called Coulomb log (≈ 10 in our case) and f(ve) is 
the electron velocity distribution function.  As an 
illustration, let us assume that the electron BF velocities 
have an anisotropic Maxwellian distribution function, 
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with ⊥σ  and ||σ  being the transverse and longitudinal 
rms rest-frame velocity spreads.  These two parameters 
can be expressed through laboratory-frame (LF) quantities 
in the following manner 
 ceβγθσ =⊥ , (3) 
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where δE is the LF rms energy spread of the electron 
beam.  The electron energy spread, which in our case is 
approximately 300 eV, has three major components – (1) 
the power supply ripple, δU, (2) the multiple-coulomb 
scattering contribution, and (3) the electron beam density 
fluctuations. 

To express the cooling force Eq. (1) through LF 
quantities one has to use proper Lorentz transformations 
and to recall that the cooling section occupies only a 
fraction of the ring circumference.  It is convenient to 
represent the cooling force as a rate of LF momentum 
change for an antiproton of a given LF momentum 
deviation from its equilibrium value, βγMc.  Figure 2 
presents the numerically calculated cooling force (Eq. 1) 
for an antiproton with a zero transverse velocity as a 
function of its momentum deviation.  The electron beam 
parameters were taken from Table 1. 
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Fig. 2: The calculated longitudinal LF cooling force as a 

function of the antiproton energy deviation.  

One can notice several features of the longitudinal 
cooling force in Figure 2.  First, the force is negative 
(positive) for positive (negative) momentum deviations.  
Second, for momentum deviations, p, smaller than 
~1 MeV/c the force is a linear function of p 
 pFp λ−≈ , (5) 
where λ is the so-called small-deviation cooling rate.  For 
the cooling force shown in Fig. 2 the rate λ is ≈40 hr-1.  
Finally, for larger momentum deviations the force 
decreases, though for the range of our interest (2 to 
4 MeV/c) only slightly.  Below we describe two 
techniques to measure the cooling force experimentally. 
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Fig. 3: Measured (solid) and Gaussian model (dashed) 
equilibrium distribution functions for a beam of 5×1010 

antiprotons with the transverse emittance of 2 µm-rad (n, 
95%) cooled by a 500-mA electron beam.  The rms 

momentum spread is 0.17 MeV/c.  Non-vanishing tails 
are due to amplifier noise. 

The first method allowed us to measure the small-
deviation cooling force, Eq. (5).  Initially, a very narrow 
(in momentum) antiproton beam distribution with a small 
transverse emittance was created by cooling the beam 
down to an equilibrium state.  Figure 3 presents an 
example of such a distribution on a logarithmic scale.  In 

equilibrium, the distribution function is Gaussian in 
momentum with an rms spread σ0 being expressed as 

 
λ

σ
20
D
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where D is the diffusion rate, in our case mostly due to 
small-angle intra-beam scattering.  The unknown 
diffusion rate, D, can be measured by turning the electron 
beam off and letting the beam heat up.  Assuming that the 
diffusion rate, D, is constant, one can describe the rms 
momentum spread evolution with no cooling as 

 ( ) Dtt += 2
0σσ . (7) 

Figure 4 presents the measured evolution of the rms 
momentum spread after the electron beam was turned off 
temporarily and then on again.  The best fit corresponds to 
D ≈ 2.5 (MeV/c)2/hr, which results in the cooling rate 
value being equal to λ ≈ 43 hr-1.  
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Fig. 4: The measured (diamonds) and the fitted (dashed) 

rms momentum spread as a function of time.  The electron 
beam current (solid) was turned off at 180 seconds and on 

again at 810 seconds. 

 With cooling, the rms momentum spread decreases as 
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which in Fig. 4 shows good agreement with the measured 
values. 

The second technique applies to large momentum 
deviations (> 2 MeV/c).  The force can be measured by a 
voltage jump method [11].   In this method, the coasting 
antiproton beam is initially cooled down to a small 
equilibrium momentum spread.  The electron beam 
energy is then changed instantaneously by several keV.  
The electron cooling force then drags the antiproton 
distribution to a new equilibrium momentum, which is 
M/m times the voltage jump away from the initial 
equilibrium.  Figure 5 presents the evolution of the 
antiproton momentum distribution function as the 
antiprotons are being dragged by the electron beam after 
its energy was jumped by 2 keV. 
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Fig. 5: The evolution of the antiproton beam momentum 
distribution function as the antiprotons are being dragged 

by the electron beam to a new equilibrium after the 
energy jump.  Left curve – the initial distribution, center – 

5 minutes later, and right – 17 minutes after the energy 
jump.  The number of antiprotons was 4×1010, the 

transverse emittance was 1.6 µm-rad (n, 95%). 

The initial distribution (left curve, Fig. 5) as well as the 
final distribution (right curve, Fig. 5) are more narrow 
than the intermediate curve.  We attribute it to the 
presence of diffusion and to the fact that the cooling force 
depends on the betatron amplitude of each antiproton 
within the distribution – particles with smaller amplitudes 
are cooled faster.  We can characterize each distribution at 
a given time by its mean momentum.  For the electron 
beam of 500 mA the initial rate of change of the mean 
momentum for the 2 keV jump is 19 MeV/c per hour. In 
Fig. 2 this value should be compared with the cooling 
force at 3.7 MeV/c, which is about 20 MeV/c per hour.  
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Fig. 6: The momentum distribution function (arb. linear 
scale) of 3×1012 bunched antiproton beam cooled by a 

500-mA electron beam.  The antiproton beam transverse 
emittance was 7 µm-rad (n, 95%). 

Finally, Fig. 6 presents the momentum distribution 
function of a bunched 3×1012 antiproton beam stored in 
the Recycler with the help of electron cooling.  To date, 
this is the largest number of antiprotons ever stored in a 
storage ring.  Previously, with the stochastic cooling 

system alone the Recycler was able to maintain about 
1.8×1012 antiprotons in the same phase-space volume. 

In conclusion, we have experimentally demonstrated 
electron cooling of relativistic 8.9-GeV/c antiprotons and 
measured both small- and large-momentum deviation 
cooling force values.  The measured cooling force is in 
agreement with theoretical predictions.  The electron 
cooling system has been used in the Tevatron collider 
operations since August, 2005.  Since then, it has been 
primarily responsible for the recent advances in the 
Tevatron peak luminosity. 
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